
Potrero Power Station Mixed Use Development Project 
ARC Hearing I March 21, 2018 
Notes from Christina Dikas, Page & Turnbull 

Commissioner Janek: 
0 Glad to bring alternatives to ARC review early on 
0 Pier 70 retains 6 historic buildings- prospect of demo is not acceptable 
0 How well alternatives value retaining the historic buildings- she feels they are adequate 
0 Alternative 4 doesn't have enough info about how the facades would retain integrity to less 

than significant 
° Further exploration of Pier 70 historic core 

Commissioner Hyland: 
0 Disappointed there doesn't seem to be an attempt to retain the historic buildings in the 

proposed project 
0 Alternatives are ok- would further increase in the heights allow them to be more comparable to 

project? 
0 Gate house, block 11- detached from it more because new building overshadows it 

Commissioner Pearlman: 
0 Partial preservation alternative concerns about taking away Station A, as it is the most visual 

building that conveys the history of the power plant. The Meter House and Compressor House 
wouldn't have enough info to convey their history without Station A. 

0 Planning dept is making up the zoning for this site 
0 Significant historical meaning- suggests revising the Full Preservation Alternative to upzone 

residential buildings to better meet the goals of the project 
0 Appreciates the work that was done to develop the alternatives 

Commissioner Hyland: 
0 Question for the future is whether draft EIR will be adequate? Incorporate historic resources 

into proposed project before HPC hearing 

Commissioner Pearlman: 
° Keep facades to convey feeling of the place [other two disagreed with facadism method] 

Commissioner Hyland: 
° Full Preservation Alternative is a quite nice project- add more housing to help pay for 

restoration of these gems 

Commissioner Pearlman: 
0 All alternatives are adequate, though ARC's opinion (not purview) is to explore changes to meet 

the project goals 
° Can the balance of uses on the site be juggled? 

Conclusion: Preservation Alternatives general adequate, but Full Preservation Alternative should be 
reevaluated in terms of configuration of new construction on the site 


